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Watergate prosecutor states case
WASHINGTON (AP) -Asst. Special
Prosecutor Richard Ben-Venisle laid
out bti case against the five Watergate
cover-up defendants yesterday,
declaring he will prove an illegal
conspiracy among "the most powerful
men In the government of the United
States."
He said the plan to cover up the
break-in at Democratic National Committee headquarters more than two
years ago "involved the participation
of even the President himself ''
The 31-year-old dark-haired
prosecutor, speaking from a lectern
only a few feet from the jury box. said
former President Richard M. Nixon
was willing to sacrifice a close aide to
save himself and closer associates
when the cover-up was unraveling.
QUOTING FROM an April 19. 1973.
White House tape. Ben-Veniste said
Nixon believed that if former White
House Counsel John W Dean were
turned over to Watergate prosecutors,
they might not try and make a case

against presidential aides H H
Haldeman and John D Ehrlichman or
Nixon himself
On the tape. Nixon said Haldeman
and Ehrlichman should "give the
investigators an hors d'oeuvres
(Dean), maybe they won't rome back
for the main course.'' the prosecutor
said
Ben-Veniste said that in mid-April
1973. Nixon. Haldeman and
Ehrlichman "considered a strategy of
pushing Dean outside the circle of
wagons around the White House."
ON APRIL IS. Dean issued a
statement saying he would not allow
himself to become a scapegoat.
He was fired by Nixon on April 30.
after months of handling the White
House response to the various
Watergate investigations
Dean will be the first prosecution
witness today once three of the defense
lawyers have made their own opening
statements in the trial, which is
expected to last three or four months

Ben-Vemste presented the now
familiar story of tin- cover-up in a
courtroom Jammed with reporters,
about 35 spectators and some relatives
of the defendants
He spoke for just more than three
hours, describing the cover up in short,
simple sentences, describing hundi eds
of meetings, phone calls and actions
which comprise tin complicated
Conspiracy ease

Moore's recollection had dimmed a
lot
Earlier, Ben-Veniste said Moore had
been prepared to back up Dean's
testimony on the meeting
ANOTHER NEW element disclosed
in the alleged conspiracy was $25,000
Ben-Veniste said was obtained from
Nixon's Iriend. Charles G "Bebe"
RebotO, lor use in paying the original
Watergate burglars.
In his opening statement to the jury.
Ben-Veniste said defendant and former
Ally Qen John N Mitchell dispatched
an emissary to Florida to pick up
150.000 in cash from Rebatel'he prosecutor said the money was
puked up by Nixon re-election
committee official Frederick LaRue
outlet 12. 1973
Half went to the original seven
Watergate defendants and half went to
an unnamed gubernatorial candidate.
he said
II was not clear if Kcbozo knew how
the monev was to be used

AMONC THE lew new developments
was the assertion thai former White
House said Richard Moore, who
attended one oi the crucial meetings ol
the cover-up, was pressured to foget
what he remembered aboul how some
payoifs to the original Watergate
defendants were handled
Ben-Vemste quoted Haldeman .*s
telling Nixon thai Moore's memory on
the February 1973 meeting al La i 'osta.
Calif, has become feeble beyond
measure
Nixon, according U> ihe prosecutor,
said later he was "gratified thai

Rising ethical questions marring
Rockefeller's 'Mr Clean' image
WASHINGTON
| API-Disclosures
about Nelson A. Rockefeller's political
philanthropy have created a dilemma
for congressional Democrats, if they
approve him for vice president in 1974.
can they criticize bis ethics in the 1976
campaign?
It's another reason why most
congressional observers now expect
the House and Senate to move very
slowly WTne Rockefeller' ribmfhatloh,
perhaps putting off final action until
after the new Congress meets in
January.

Weather
Mostly cleady and cooler today
•ad toaight. Highs la the low Ms.
Lows tonight la the upper Ms and
the low Ms. Partly cloudy and not
as coM tomorrow. Highs la the
■ id Its. Probability of
•reclpluiloi M per cent today and
ten per cent toaight.

Democratic leaders want to make
sure they have fully checked the
former New York governor's
background before giving him what
amounts to a congressional "Good
Housekeeping Seal of Approval "
SEN. HOWARD W Cannon iD-Nev I
indicated Sunday the Senate Rules
Committee probably will recall
Roctefelrer^or'ruBHerquestloning
And the House Judiciary Committee,
which is believed conducting a more
extensive background probe of
Rockefeller than the Senate panel,
hasn't even set hearing dates yet.
Serious ethical questions have arisen
that have tended to mar the "clean"
image Rockefeller had when he was
nominated

that his brother financed a 1970
campaign book attacking Arthur
Goldberg, his opponent that yen tot
governor
SEN. JAMES B. Allen lD-Ala
I
Rules Committee member, said
yesterday the panel should hear Irom
Goldberg and the recipients *i the tills
as part ol its re opened hearings
And the House panel will doubtless
go into these matters in detail
Some liberals on the lallei panel
such as Hep Holiert Drinan 11) Mass. i
have talked ol asking Ford lo withdraw
the Rockefeller nomination, bin it is
unclear how much trouble it is really
In

And the likely negative vote so far
appears confined to the far left. Drinan
and other outspoken liberals, and the
far right. Sen. Jesse Helms (R-N C.I
and other strong conservatives.
Bui Rockefeller's opponents may be
helped by the growing impact of the
morality-type political issues in the
Watergate aftermath.
A NUMBER OF candidates in next
month's elections are running "Mr
Clean" campaigns, attacking "politics
as usual "
II many of them win. the Democrats
arc likely to make a big point in 1976 of
the Republican administration's
scandals

They include disclosure that he gave
nearly II R million in gifts to present
and former aides; reports that the
Rockefeller fortune was used to
underwrite other ventures such as a
newspaper once run by columnist Tom
Braden; and Rockefeller's admission
Performing before a sellout crowd
Saturday in Anderson Arena,
Aeroimith -with
load
singer
Steven Tyler at the helm—treated
its fans to a loud but exciting
concert. For David Fandray's
review of the performance, see
page four.

Weekly student poll
to survey opinions
The Student Government Association
(SGA) and The News are beginning a
survey feature designed to gauge
opinion on student-related matters.
Starting today and continuing each
Tuesday, The News will print on its
editorial page a question relevant to
the campus and its students.
Then, from 5-* p.m., a committee of
SGA staff members will answer
telephone responses and tabulate the
results. The committee's number is

mm.

Today's question concerns student
attitudes toward student academic
unions, a matter of increasing
Importance on college campuses
across the nation.

The News will print the results of
each survey at the end of each week
The polling project is the work of
Student Senator Sally Marzonie. who
said yesterday she will maintain the
operation throughout her term.
Marzonie said future questions will
survey student opinions on budget
priorities and what they consider the
most important campus issues, among
others.
"We're trying to get more student
input for student government so
students can share their feelings about
campus activities and things that
affect them as students." Marzonie
said.

Proposed bill
cuts penalty
for marijuana

WASHINGTON
(API -The
maximum penalty for simple
possession of small amounts of
marijuana for personal use would be
reduced from one year to 30 days under
draft legislation that underwrites the
U.S. Criminal Code.
The reduced marijuana penalty is
one of hundreds of changes in federal
criminal laws found in the proposed
legislation, an outgrowth of a massive
project begun in 1966 by a commission
appointed by President Lyndon B
Johnson
Separate bills growing out of the
commission's proposals, one developed
by the Justice Department and the
other by the Senate Judiciary
subcommittee on criminal laws and
procedures, have been combined into
the draft legislation

MANY OF the changes the
legislation would make are technical
simplifications and improvements
others are of major significance
likely to prove controversial
The legislation is being prepared for
introduction in the next Congress
Besides the change involving
marijuana possession, here are some
of the ways in which the present code
ii . id be altered
PROVISION is made for appellate
review of sentences in federal criminal
cases, on an appeal taken either by the
government or a defendant, in an effort
to reduce glaring disparities in
penalties imposed by judges
Dissemination of obscene materials
to minors or to any person, in a way in

which there is no opportunity to avoid
exposure to it. would be prohibited
Commercial distribution to
consenting adults would be banned only
if this would be in violation of the laws
of the state in which it was
disseminated
SEX BIAS in sex crimes would be
wiped out so that, for example, a 21year-old woman who seduced a 14year-old boy could be convicted ol
statutory rape.
Under present federal law. statutory
rape applies only in cases of girls
under 16 years of age.
Included in the bill is a sharply
scaled-down version of separate
legislation previously passed by the
Senate to provide compensation for
personal injury to innocent victims of

federal crimes ol violence.
ANOTHER SECTION provides for
restoration of the death penalty for
certain types of crimes, if specific
aggravating factors are present and
there are no mitigating factors
The compromise draft also modifies
the Justice Department bill making it
a crime for federal employes entrusted
with classified information to disclose
it to newsmen or others not authorized
to receive it. regardless of whether the
material was properly classified
This proposal has aroused intense
controversy, with opponents
contending it amounted to a national
secrecy act and was designed to block
the type of reporting involved in the
Pentagon Papers case, the My Lai
massacre and the Watergate affair.

**• a/TtM M Newt. Tueodoy. Octeto 14. It74

the moral of the birds
leon leaving
Watergate scene

By Michael J. O'Neal
Teachiag Fellow
Gueit Columnist

The other evening I curled up in a
sort of gaslight, maize-colored, overstuffed chair you know the kind;
everyone's grandmother has one, her
silent protest against the faintly
euphemistic "leather vinyl"- with the
hope of finding delectation in George
When the Watergate case is finally settled, few names connected with
Meredith's "Richard Feverel."
it will merit respect. Leon Jaworski, who has served as special
Poor Richard' Horsewhipped for
prosecutor for almost a year, will be one of those deserving some praise.
poaching a pheasant from the irascible
Since his appointment, the 69-year-old Texan has a record of forging
Farmer Blaize's property.
ahead to obtain the indictments and information vital to the case.
Now at the risk of sounding
Even when former president Richard M. Nixon refused to cooperate
somewhat disjointed, all of that has
nothing to do with this article~or at
with the prosecutor's office, Jaworski calmly did what he knew to be his
least. I should say. 1 didn't recognize
duty in acquiring information. He went to the Supreme Court where his
its pertinence at the time.
right to obtain subpoenaed material was upheld.
Let me back up again. A few
The one major blemish on Jaworski's year as prosecutor is his refusal
evenings previous, I. like a solid, taxto challenge the Nixon pardon. Since he didn't challenge the granting of a
paying constituent of Bowling Green,
pardon prior to the bringing of an indictment, Jaworski can be held
called the police on a man who lives
responsible for preventing the entire Watergate story from coming to across the street from me. Every
evening, at about thirty minutes before
light.
dusk, he stands on his front lawn
It appears that in that failure, Jaworski merely wanted to avoid
banging two two-by-fours together
prolonging his connection with Watergate. Admittedly, he has had a
Avowed purpose: to scare away the
difficult job with the Watergate case. But, Jaworski should have
birds which not only audaciously
guaranteed the public that the greater justice was done.
defecate on his property, but which, as
This one blemish, however, does not cancel out Jaworski's he told the cop, "drive him crazy."
achievements. For the most part, he did more than his job.
(Later, the gendarme confided that he
wondered how far the man had left to
'go. I

mills incident
should be damaging
The second-most powerful man in Washington caused himself a great
deal of public embarassment last week
Rep. Wilbur D. Mills (D-Ark.) not only got egg on his face, but the
American people and the rest of the world have had another image
destroyed.
U.S. Park Police in Washington, DC, reported that Mills was riding in
a limousine which they stopped for reckless driving the night of Oct. 7.
The police said Mills was cut and bleeding on the face and also
intoxicated. A female friend in the car jumped into the Tidal Basin
adjacent to the Jefferson Memorial and had to be restrained by police.
The woman was later identified by the Washington Post as a former
stripper whom Mills had met in a Washington bar.
Mills made things worse by first denying his involvement in-the
incident, and then later reversing his position by saying he was in the car
thai night He attributed his first statement to a "misunderstanding"
between him and one of his aides.
He didn't fool anyone with his attempt to deny involvement. The public
knew it was true.
The sad part of it is that this probably will not affect Mills' bid for reelection. He will probably still wield tremendous and arbitrary power as
chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee after the November
elections.
Let's hope the days when a politician paid for irresponsibility at
election time have not passed.

THE UPSHOT
of the evening's
festivities was nothing The police
can't cite him, and he steadfastly
maintains that his "right" to frighten
the birds away takes precedence over
my right to quiet; but then. I'm a
second caste citizen and he "lives
here."
But get this. To retaliate, he in turn
called the police on the birds,
maintaining that they are a public
nuisance and. like the first nigger on
the block, merit intimidation by public
officials.
This returns me to "Richard
Feverel." I was being delighted by the
delicious prose of Meredith when from
my garret I heard a piercing, curdling
sound which resembled a mechanically
reverberated reproduction of a third
grade teacher accidentally scratching
a fingernail across the blackboard.

Remember the reaction?-the
pinafores shuddering and the breeches
maintaining a mask of nonchalance?
But I was alone (mask doffed) and
after about ten minutes of vertebral
glissandos, the maize (who loves his
quiet also) sent me out to investigate.
So I called the police
Imagine my bewilderment when I
found I had called the police; on the
police! In fact, a policevan. the source
of the noise, was situated in the alley
behind my home playing a taped
"distress call" to scare away the
birds. "Seems some neighbors
complained."
"Well, so what?" "What a tedious
story" I hear Tom Sneer opine to his
friends from the Cardinal Room or the
Falcon's Nest (did you catch that
subtle bird irony?). Aesop replies that
Moral must stroll, at however a jogtrot pace, with Fable, his boon
companion. We have, while they were
passing, invited in the latter; surely we
can similarly welcome the former!
Is it not. I submit to my coffeebloated peers, a sad commentary on
the human condition that so much fuss
is raised over a pack of strident
starlings? (I hear Tom object that only
I am raising the fuss.)

TO WHAT slate of mind have we
arrived when the birds, undoubtedly
taking 1-75 south to Florida to enjoy a
winter of regenerative sunshine,
cannot pull off to spend the night in one
of the many rather inexpensive hotels
available for them on the streets of our
town?
Out of the dock, Tom has privately
accused me of cynicism, for I firmly
believe that the mass of men (myself
included) have fallen victim to a
chronic case of advanced dementia
Or perhaps the archetypal need to
return to Eden expresses itself, in a
way mysterious to only me, in the
surburban compulsion, manifested by
my featherless neighbor, to fence off a
bit of ground to which even the birds
|are unwelcome, as is their diabolical
dung
But who is the cynic? Is he in my
mirror, or is that him, yonder. Farmer
Blaize marshalling the two-by-fours,
like the sword of Michael, back into
action?
Am I being too awfully abstruse in
seeing a connection between my bird
storylNB;- the alternative to the
distress call is a shotgun) and the fact
that we have enough bombs to kill
everyone in Russia seven times (or is
it eight now? Yes. must be eight—

Lerrers
disappointed
with coverage

The floors and walls vibrated with
sound in the Grand Ballroom Sunday
night when the McCreeys; originally
from Youngstown. Ohio, let loose with
music and voice to match.
The name is not familiar to most
They are a family act who have
appeared on tour the past eight years
with such talent as Eddie Kendricks.
Three brothers, Howard, Sam and

Alfred, and sister Linda presented a
concert that lasted more than three
hours with only a short intermission
For most of that time the audience
was on its feet dancing, responding in
the most positive way to a group of
obvious talent The most astounding
thing about the McCreeys' is their
genuine warmth for the audience and
their music.
A CONCERT, a good concert, is
seldom seen on this campus. It
deserved better publicity and
attendance. The audience was only
half-capacity of the ballroom

inflation, you know) or that we give
military aid to belligerent nations, or
that we all live under the threat of
killing one another over a greasy oilfield?

NO, I'M NOT, for dementia lurks in
many and varied places under the
guise of normality, and absurdity and
petty protectiveness, like their lessdistinguished sister charity, begins at
borne.
Is it cynicism to see the birds as
inevitable as the winds or Indian
summer, or even as life itself, which is
bought and sold as such a cheap
commodity these days? Show me the
cynic.
The moral is that if the dung don't
fall, the manna never will (that from
the maize, behind whose idiosyncratic
grammar lies a pregnant lesson for
the Farmer Blaizes of the world).
And for me, I curl up to follow
further the peregrinations of poor
Richard, hardened pheasant-poacher
at fourteen, while a few harmless, but
defiant robins settle to roost in the
chestnut outside my window, and blend
the twilight rhythm of their calls with
the pulse of Richard's prose

Folks, it was a freebie concert! And
one of the best we've ever had. I find it
disappointing that Black United
Students did not do more advance
publicity for the concert I find it
equally disappointing that neither The
BG News nor the Key were there for
photo coverage
The McCreeys' thanked those in
attendance for such a welcome And
believe me. they gave as good as they
got. if not more But Bowling Green
could have done much better.
The next time you bear of the
McCreeys' it will be to the tune of ».00
a ticket. Don't pass up a second
chance.
Joette Dignan
216 Manville St. Apt. 2

former student
wants mail
I am a former student at the
Youngstown State University and am
writing to your paper requesting
people to write to me.
I am serving 18 months here in
Lucasville for carrying a concealed
weapon on campus. 1 will complete this
sentence in February of next year.
There's no limit to the number of
letters I will answer. I have purchased
S20 worth of postage stamps for that
purpose so let the letters float through.
I am 25 years of age and have It
months to go before receiving a B. A. in
art. I will give more info in individual
letters.

sexist decision
The students of Butte High School, Butte, Mont., should rise in revolt.
Their queen has been unlawfully deposed, and they must rally to his
cause.
His? Yes, the students elected Bernie Juenic homecoming queen
Friday as the result of a write-in campaign.
But the vice principal ruled the election invalid and declared, "If we
don't elect a girl, there will be no homecoming."
The students had made their choice as to what kind of homecoming
they wanted. The high school administration had no business interfering
in their decision.
Well, Bernie, it looks like Butte wasn't ready for you. Better luck when
you get to college.

Johnny Rivers No 134-286
P.O Box 787
Lucasville. Ohio 45648

stock brokers looking to bail out
WALL STREET -Walking around
here looking at the "for rent" signs.
listening to the waiters in the
restaurants describe what it used to be
like when business was good, it occurs
to one that this time the stockbrokers
can't throw themselves out their office
windows.
The fenestration of air-conditioned
glass, cement and steel prevents the
bankrupt from destroying himself by
that method. The pharoahs of finance
must perish- in their 50-story high
sarcophagi They'll be mummified as
death found them, looking at their desk
computer-display screens when the
market gave IBM its lumps, too.
"Don't Sell America Short-Be a Bull.
Not a Bear." a sticker on a broker's
office door exhorts anybody who's left
with some cash in his pocket But at
lunch a colleague asks. "Have you
noticed that people are setting their

sga question
of the week
Are you in favor of seeing student
unions formed in the different
academic departments''
A student union would constitute
direct student input into the
department in the form of an advisery
board to help form new curricula, the
hire and fire of teachers and appoint
■ew department chairmen.
If you wish to get involved with this
project or simply give your opinion of
cje idea call !72-mi or S7t-zN3
between 54 p.m. today

hours in order, that they're settling
their human relations'1 You know,
getting their affairs in order ?"
America writes out her will.
The apprehensive feeling that the
stroke from the sky is coming, and
soon now. can be picked up all over the
country, but nowhere is it stronger
than on Wall Street The topic of
conversation is no longer about how
you make money; all concentration is
centered on how you can keep what you
have if you still have any to keep.
OF COURSE, there are many"
looking for the money market's
equivalent of the sailor's landfall■ ■ the
major bottom," the low point on the
graphs and charts from which the V
starts up again A few analysts like
Tom Holt, who is respected because he
has a record of having his predictions
come true, see the possibility of a
rally. "But it will only last three to six
months." Holt thinks. It will be
instigated by the Wall Street financiers
and the banks with Federal Reserve
money pushed on them."
If it happens, this will be the small
investor's third and last hosing Twice
before in recent years they've had a
job done on them, when they were sold

"the go-go stocks" and the "glamorous
nifty fifties." but they may have a
little money left to be euchred out of by
being told "now is the time to buy, at
these prices stocks are the greatest
bargain around." and then blip.
Some people on the street even doubt
there can be a last lunge upwards
They think the final fling is already
taking place on the commodity
market, where they sell the grain and
cattle futures. For them the question is
survival when' do you hide and how do
you hide?
Certificates of deposit in the safe
major banks? The news that the
Rockefellers' mighty Chase Manhattan
is having trouble counting up bonds has
stimulated the suspicion that if
somebody could open up the bank
vaults of America, all they'd find
inside are bundles of old Action
Comics.
There are so many rumors and
stories going around. The one about
how there was no gold left in Fort Knox
got so prevalent they had to open the

safe and show the television cameras
the piles of bullion.
Now the whispers are that the
Treasury Department has secretly
designed new currency, and that one
morning we're going to read that three
of our green dollars will henceforth be
worth one new blue one
SUCH TALES don't have to be true
to make men wonder if they really
ought to be putting their life
accumulations into government
securities. "Everybody wants to bail
out. but they don't trust their
parachuts." remarks a broker "But if
you strap on 100 of them to make sure
you've got one that works, their
combined weight il drop you like a shot
anyhow."
There is no confidence left. Every
time President Ford does something
like unilaterally intervene to stop a
grain sale to Russia or read letters
from voters saying the way to
conserver fuel is to cut down the time
you keep your back door open to put

let's hear from you
The BG News welcomes all letters to the editor and opinion columns
Letters may comment on any other letter, column or editorial.
Letters should be a maximum of 300 words, typewritten. We ask that
columns be no more than four typed pages triple-spaced
The News maintains the right to edit all submissions that exceed these
limits, with respect to the laws of libel and proper taste
Letters and columns must include the author's name, address and
phone number, and may be mailed to the Editor, co The BG News. 106
University Hall

your cat out. the sense of a government
that vacillates between the irrational
and the frivolous is increased
As another Wall Streeter put it. "I
looked into the tunnel to see if there
was a light at the other end. There was.
but it's attached to the front of an
onrushing
locomotive... President
Ford's keeping the same economic
advisers that have been running the
show all these years is like taking the
pilot off the Titanic and letting him
steer the Carpathia."
Not that everyone on the Street is
broke and unhappy. In one office at
least (name withheld out of deference
to businessmen's skittishness about
publicity), they're making money and
jokes. The men there are so
unimpressed about the barrels of
eyewash coming out of Washington on
the oil crisis and its alleged effect on
the economy, they have an Arab
burnoose that the company funster
puts on to entertain the customers.

they've attached a brass ship's bell
They say they're going to ring it on the
day the ticker says the Dow is down to
aero.
Copyright. 1*74, The Waihiagtoa
Post

Klag Features Syndicate
THE BG NEWS
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"First they blamed it on Watergate,
then they blamed it on oil. Look,
there's so much oil around, the tankers
are cruising around out there like
taxicabs. he says, pointing out the
window in the general direction of the.
Staten Island ferry slip and the
Atlantic Ocean
They think they know what's wrong
with the economy in this office and
they believe no administration is going
to address itself to it; so they make
their money on the mud slide of
American finance while on the wall
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Ford vetoes arms cutoff

local briefs
Brown bag talk
Claire Spitler. director of Findlay's
Gallery One. will discuss her job at noon
tomorrow at toe University's Center for
Continued Learning.
Spitler is in charge of selecting
exhibits from all media for the gallery's
monthly show and the sculpture in the
adjacent garden
The brown bag discussion is open to
the public Gallery One is at 231 W
Hardin. Findlay

Dixieland
Tickets are on sale for a four-day
Dixieland festival planned for
Homecoming
The festival, which includes food,
drink and dancing as part of its
activities, will begin at 5 p.m. Thursday.
Oct. 31. It will continue Friday evening,
all day Saturday and Sunday afternoon
and evening.
Four-day student passes are on sale at
the Union Ticket Office for 35 Passes
are transferable
Tickets also will be available at the
gate each day for 32
Sponsored by the Alumni Association,
the festival will be in a Big Top tent in
the athletic parking lot

Honorary
Phi Alpha Theta. a history honorary,
will hold a book sale tomorrow from 10
a.m. to 5 p.m. on the front steps of
Williams Hall
Contributions of paperback and
hardback books can be made at the
history department office.
Proceeds from the sale will be used to
finance a beer blast and faculty mixer.

New meters
Color-coded parking meters begin
operating today in the downtown area

The meters were to have been ready
yesterday, but installation could not be
completed over the weekend.
The four different-colored meters
provide parking time varying from 15
minutes to 10 hours. Red meters are for
15 minutes; gold for up to two hours;
gray and green for up to 10 hours.
All meters accept money or tokens
which may be purchased at'the city
police department for 310 a roll.

WASHINGTON I API-In
bis first major confrontation
with Congress. President
Ford vetoed yesterday a
measure to cut off U.S.
arms aid to Turkey,
declaring the ban would
dash hopes for a Cyprus
peace settlement.
House leaders arranged a
vote today on a move to
override the veto.
The measure had been
enacted by a lopsided vote.

Sculptures
Spirits and Traditions Board will
sponsor a sculpture contest among
campus living units as part of this year's
Homecoming events.
The theme of this year's Homecoming
is
"Roaring Reoccurrence" All
sculptures must conform to the theme of
the 1920s and 30 s
Sculptures must be at least eight feet
tall, free standing and positioned where
people can see them The handiwork
must be set up by Friday. Nov. 1 and
remain standing through Sunday. Nov. 3.
Cost of the sculpture is limited to 130
A trophy will be awarded for first place
while plaques will be awarded for
second and third place

Musical
Three performances of the musical
comedy 'Pippin'' have been scheduled
for Oct. 25-26 at Toledo's Masonic
Auditorium
The production will be presented at
3:30 p.m both days and at 2:30 p.m.
Saturday. Oct 26 Tickets are 37. $5.50
and 34 for the evening shos. Matinee
tickets are $6. 34 50 and $3.
"Pippin'' opens the Ken Shaw
Spotlight Series A 10 per cent discount
is available if "Pippin" tickets are
purchased in a Spotlight Series package
that includes six shows
Tickets may be obtained at Little Olde
Music Shoppc. 138 N Main St.
Reservations may be made by calling
893-0721.

but Democratic leaders
acknowledged chances of
overriding the President's
action were film.
A two-thirds vote is
necess«ry to override a
veto.
THE TURKISH aid cutoff
amendment was attached to
a resolution continuing the
funding of such major
government operations as
foreign aid and health and
housing programs, while

Congress decides on the
agencies' annual appropri-

violate
laws

The President also would
have to certify that the
invasion of Cyprus did not

BECAUSE OF the
threatened veto. Congress
delayed the scheduled start
Friday of its month-long
recess.
Unless the dispute is
settled, some government
agencies could be without
funds to meet their payrolls
Nov 1
It was Fords sixth veto

■8MM.
The amendment would cut
off U.S. aid to Turkey until
Ford can certify substantial
progress
toward a
settlement on reduction or
withdrawal of Turkish
troops from Cyprus

U.S.

foreign aid

Co-op beats bookstore prices
Nowadays it is good to
hear that the inflation
problem has benefited
someone
The Student Co-op has
"greatly expanded" because
"students are finding it hard

to pay the prices wanted in
the bookstores," according
to Maria Thomas, sophomore (Ed. I, a co-op worker.
"More people are coming
in to buy things and at the
same time more are coming

Placement office tours
Beginning
today,
Placement Orientation
Tours will be conducted
through the Placement
Office. 360 Student Services
Bldg.. for all interested
students.
The tours will include the
interview rooms and the
employment, career and
graduate libraries, according to James Treeger,
assistant director of placement
Treeger said the tours, set
lor 9a in . ll a.m., 1:15p.m
and 3:15 p.m. daily through
Friday, Oct. 25, will
familiarize the students with
the offices, and "alleviate
possible tensions and apprehensions" the students may
have about interviews
Three
seminars,
concerning the necessary

details of job and graduate
school applications, are also
set for this week.
Interview techniques will
be discussed today, the
application process to
graduate and professional
schools is tomorrow's topic,
and on Thursday, resumes,
credentials, letters and job
applications will be covered
All seminars are at 11
a.m. and 4 p.m. in the
Student Courtroom. Student
Services Bldg.

in with things to sell."
Thomas said "Our shelves
are always full "
THE CO-OP was formed
two years ago to help
students combat the high
costs of books in the bookstores. Thomas said. It
offers students a chance to
buy and sell their books
somewhere other than the
bookstores
Thomas said that
financially, co-op has been
"breaking even" by the time
the rent and facilities arc
paid "Because of the
service charges we get
enough to cover the costs.'
she added
Thomas said that anyone
who brings in articles to sell
will "set their own prices."
but that a service charge for
selling them is asked
"For things under one

dollar the charge is five
cents, one to five dollars,
ten cents, and over five
dollars. 25 cents." she said
Besides books. Thomas
said they also accept
albums, arts and crafts to
sell for persons
CO-OP membership is one
dollar "But that lasts until
the person graduates."
Thomas said
Located in Ihe Centrex
Building, the co-op is open 10
a.m.-4 p in Mon through
Fri
It is staffed
volunteers

by
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since assuming the
presidency Aug. 9. but the
first on major legislation.
In a written message to
the House, the President
declared that if the measure
became law "we would
inevitably be forced from
the Cyprus negotiations
because the Congress would
have taken from us the tools
we need to affect the
outcome"
HE ADDED that the
amendment would "imperil
our relationships with our
Turkish ally and weaken us
in the crucial eastern
Mediterranean It directly
jeopardizes the NATO
alliance
In a separate statement he
read for television cameras
and radio microphones.
Ford said he vetoed the
resolution "in the interest of
preserving the ability of the
i mini States to assist the
governments of Greece.
Turkey and Cyprus to
negotiate a peaceful
settlement
Ford said the amendment
"In no way helps the Greek
people or the people of
Cyprus who have suffered so
much in the past month In
fact, by dashing hopes for
negotiations, it prolongs
their suffering."

Complaints?
Write a letter to the editor.

Jim Carroll
enjoys working
with a
vicious killer.

WELCOME BACK STUDENT CARS
The businesses listed below are glad that you could bring your drivers back to
BGSU for another year. Along with your return comes the problem of some of
your.driyeja parking you in our business parking lots when they are NOT
patronizing our places of business.
NOTICE TO DRIVERS: We ask that you honor our lots and use them only
when visiting our places of business. Those who choose to disregard this
request will subject themselves to extensive costs and loss of time caused by
having trespassing charges brought against them and their cars towed away.
This ad is paid for by the following businesses located across from Harshman
Dorm:

Mid American Bank
Bee Gee Book Store
Quick Clean Laundromat
The Traditional Den
Pizza Oven
Falcon Plaza Motel
Sam B's Sub Shop
LK Restaurant
Zip's Ice Cream
McDonald's Restaurant
Gross Photo

-&t£&*
fc-iaOZ. CANS OF COKE
WITH THE PURCHASE.
OF A
LARGE ElTErA P\Z2A (*&«*>)

EVERY TUESR\Y!!

Just three years out of college, laser technologist Jim Carroll didn't make senior research
physicist at Eastman Kodak Company by acting
timid. So when he had the courage to pit science
against a dread disease, we backed him. Win or
lose.
The medical community enlisted Kodak's
help in training lasers on the war on cancer. We
responded with a pair of 500 million watt laser
systems. And left the rest up to Jim.

5f.W.- fAIDNlGHT
ToYooRDooR ORIftiTrlE STORE.

aotDEuvefcrcus..

WLIflft
loots. KVAif*

PH.352-7571
.

In time, the lasers proved unsuccessful in
treating cancer, but we'd do it again if we had to.
Because while we're in business to make a profit,
we care what happens to society. It's the same
society our business depends on.

Kodak.
More than a business.
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Aerosmith fans respond
Review by DavM Faadray

that old
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Aerosmith is a band from
Boston that looks, sounds,
and acts like the best of
England's mid-60s rock
powerhouses. Its five
members have discovered
nothing new about rock
music.
When examined closely,
they seem to be playing with
the same simple taste and
economy that has characterized every competent
band from the Rolling
Stones to the favorite
Bowling Green bar band. No
more, no less.
THERE IS A magic ingredient in Aerosmith,
however, that sparks the
band's general competence
and relatively average stage
show
It could be the reverence
the band obviously holds for
its English roots.
It could be flamboyant
lead singer Steven Tyler,
who captures enough of
Mick Jagger's voice and
manner to be exciting, but
has enough of his own style
to be much more than an
imitator

Or it could be the ability of
the band to write material
that is distinctively its own
while it echoes the best rock
of the past.
Whatever the ingredient
is, it has affected rock fans
ranging from jaded critics
to enthusiastic concertgoers.
A LITTLE OVER a month
ago, Aerosmith drew the
largest crowd ever to attend
a rock concert at Toledo's
Sports Arena. This was in
the only city in this country
which did not sell out for
David Bowie's summer
"Theatour "
As if to confirm its popularity
in this area.
Aerosmith repeated its previous performance. Bowling
Green's Memorial Hall was
sold out last Saturday
evening
when
they
performed.
Aerosmith's performance
did not disappoint its fans
The band put on a show that
had all the fire and musical
energy one could expect
from a band that has the
potential to become one of
the most important rock
ensembles of the 70s.

The concert set consisted
of material liberally drawn
from both of Aerosmith's
albums. It opened with a
raucous and spirited performance of
"SOS. (Too
Bad)" from the "Get Your
Wings" album This set the
tone for the entire eveningall the way through the
dying echoes of the band's
second encore.
The only significant departure from the high-powered
rock attack was Aerosmith's
performance of the mesmerizing "Dream On," a song
from the first album that is
getting a surprising amount
of airplay these days.
Interestingly enough, this
was probably the strongest
and best-received song of
the set. Aerosmith closed its
set with an old favorite from
the early days of the English
invasion, "Train Kept aRollin."
This song not only gave
the band a chance to
celebrate its roots, but gave
drummer Joey Kramer the
chance to play one of the
best drum solos done by a
rock drummer.
The band complemented
its musical attack with a

simple and tasteful visual
presentation. Tyler was the
focal point as he strutted
about the stage flailing his
mike stand at various
members of the band His
movement and that of the
rest of the band was always
natural, and highlighted by a
well-designed
lighting
system.
ONLY DURING the
encore did Aerosmith seem
to lose its dynamism. The
two songs featured here
were often ragged and worn
out
This is not surprising,
however, when one realizes
that this band has been
touring steadily for the last
several
months.
They
seldom rest for more than
two days at a time
In fact, it is amazing that
Aerosmith was able to put
the amount of life and spontaneity into its show that it
did As often as these songs
have been played in the last
few months. I would have
expected them to lose some
of their punch. However,
they were as fresh Saturday
night as they were last
month in Toledo

Anti-Communist leads foiling Italy
ROME
(AP)-Amintore
Fanfani. a staunch antiCommunist Catholic leader,
got the nod yesterday to
form a new government to
try to bail Italy out of its
political and economic crisis
without Communist participation.
President Giovanni Leone
called on the 66-year-old
Fanfani, a four-time expremier and
secretary
general of the dominant
Christian Democratic party,
after 11 days of uncertainty
about Italy's
political
course.
Premier Mariano Rumor
resigned Oct. 3. creating a
vacuum that many Italians
speculated could only be
filled by bringing Italy's big
Communist party into the
government.
Fanfani's
appointment appeared to
end this possibility, at least
| (or the present.

Catholics
and
Socialists
whose breakup brought
down Rumor. Rumor, like
all Italian premiers since
1945,
is a Christian
Democrat.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
I Down with: Fr.
i Bare mountain*
10 Peter, (or
example
14 Brian of Ireland.
15 In the vicinity.
16 Town in central
Italy
17 TV specialty.
20 Kay.
21 Regal hcadwear.
22 Eggy beverage.
21 Spuin eater
25 I .ike in
Auttralia.
27 Relate.
30 Dogpatch
quarrel
31 Point ol decline.
34 Tacki.
36 Carte.
39 Babe Ruth
ipeciallyi
43 Auctioneer**
word.
44 Ogle
45 Mann
AKSWUJO
i r

HOWEVER, IN a statement issued after his
appointment Fanfani said
the situation before him was
"not encouraging."
He said he would "insist
initially" on trying to revive
the center-left coalition of
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59 Fnpo-iilKHi-.
62 Do—
Undomitjble)
63 Stratford
offering
66 Son: Ger.
67 — mullon
68 Unique person
69 Companion* ol
wience
70 Napped
71 -^Sea
DOWN
1 Addis
2 I ii.-i of a sort.
» Believer Suffit.
4 Top
5 Flying mammal.
A AssiM.
7 Cily in Italy
H Coin of old
Venice
9 — Bethlehem
10 Use a inutile.
11 Without hearing
12 Irish ' Darling "
It C-ftttl up
I ft Rite up.
19 Seldom veen
24 Sad WOf-d
26 Economist
Beardi ley
28 WaRon—.

1

31 GOOM —
32 Sib, for short.
33 Former time (or
prizes.
35 Energy.
37 American
humornt.
3rl Sea-going
monogram
40 Lack.
41 A Scott.
42 Tarkington boy.
47 Horse of a ion.
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Italy's
worst
postwar
economic crisis
The Italian Communist
party, the largest in the
West, has been kept out of
power since the war

The center-left coalition
broke apart over the insistence of the Socialist Party,
the second largest coalition
partner, to give the Cornmunists a role in solving

t
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European
steeping can.
29 Nickname (or a
thin man.
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We are not responsible for mistakes unless notilied on first day of insertion.
CAMPUS CALENDAR
Tuesday. October 15,1974
There will be a Washington Semester Program interest meeting in
the Taft Room of the Union at 7:00 p.m. tonight All students
interested welcome to attend
The B.G.S.U. Rink RaU will meet in Km 212 of Hayes Hall at 7.00
p.m. tonight Open to any student interested in the B.G.S.U. Hockey
Program.
Everyone welcome to attend the Hi; S I Sports Car Club which
will meet In Rm 116 of the Business Adm Bldg at 7:30 p.m
"International Coffee Hour," sponsored by World Student
Association and Indian Association will meet today from 2 p.m. to 4
p.m. in Rm. 17 of Williams Hall. The International Lounge Open to
all
LOST AND POUND
CUSTOM WEDDING RINGS
BY PHILIP MORTON AT THE
LOST: At Brathaus Gold cross
WORKING HAND CRAFT
with sun inset-2-1794
CENTER. 515CONNEAUT.
LOST: Tan key case Reward.
For your photographic needs
Call3M4Wlorm-7*»
portraits.
passports,
applications & etc. Weissbrod
LOST: Sm leather pendant,
Studio 123 W Wooster 354-9041
letters K74 - DMP Reward 3723741
Homebake. decorated cakes.
All occasions Call 354-1714
HELP WANTED
3 male waiters, weekends, in
WANTED
Perrysburg. top pay. excellent
tips - preferably French
1 male roommate needed at
speaking ■ Call Chris 352-6736
Cherry Hill Call 352-9136 after
5.
Applv in person between 2 and 4
p.m Starting pay II 90 1004 S.
Rmmt wanted, own room
$45 mo plus utilities. 352-6920.
Main.
Part time help Be a fashion-220 cosmetic consultant Highest
paid commission Call for a free
cosmetic makeup. Ph 288-6844
RN's and LPN's needed Call
353-8411
Anyone interested in
performing for happy hours
please contact Bill Woods. Ph.
2M-7M6or U.A O office
Baby sitter needed Wed. morn,
for 1 vr old Westgate area. 352
MM
.
SERVICES OFFERED
Abortion Information Service
Clinic very close to area. 1-24
week pregnancy terminated by
licensed certified gynecologist.
Immediate arrangements will
be made with no hassle. Call
collect. 24 hour service 216431IM7

2 mature males need third to
share large apartment.
$85 mo own room. 353-7964
1 or 2 roommates needed. Single
room Call 3S2-47M.
Need 2 m rmmis immed. For
info Call 352-M7I.
2 acoustical guitarists
and
vocalists to start band 352-4737

1 f. roommate needed for winier
quarter only 353-1204
Female to share apartment own room Greenview \pts
$92 50/mo includes MUltiet
Call Cindy S52-M35
PERSONALS
UAO presents an all campus
Euchre Tournament Thursday
Oct. 17, from 7 00 • 9.00 p.m. in
the Wayne Room of the Union

Cost is 50« per team If possible
bring a partner, however,
singles will be paired off Prizes
awarded! Contact UAO office.
372-2343. for information.
JOINTED STICKS
-GOLDEN CUE2 years and many more Happy
Anniversary' JII.VJ
Delta Upsilon Little Sis Rush Oct. 15 8-10 p.m Oct. 17. 8-10
p.m. All interested women
invited Come and see the
founders of the Little Sis
Program
MEN! -WOMEN'
JOBS ON SHIPS' No
experience required Excellent
pay World-Wide travel Perfect
summer job or career Send
M 00 for information. SEAFAX.
Dept P-15 P.O Box 2049. Port
Angeles. Washington 98362
2 yr old mixed breed dog free to
good home 352-8387 after 5
Chi O pledges say thanx for your
thoughtfulness. and making us
feel such a part of tbe house We
appreciate all you have done
Love. Spring 74.
Gamma Phi Belas - Thanks for
a super hairy buffalo The
Tekes
row SALE
Sears man
typewriter,
excellent cond 352-58M after 5.
12 x 55 Mobile home. 2 bdrm .
washer & dryer, air . excellent
condition 354-9352
GIBSON
Les
Paul
"Professional'' guitar with
case Acoustic 271 Amp "all
Dave 352-6346.
ONKYO Tx-555 stereo Kcvr
Rectilinear XII Spars Lenco B
55 man II JSSo Call 3544133
alier6p.m. exceptwfc ends.
67 ("online Le Mans, V-8. pwr
M, y-r orakes. air &
radio 1300 best offer Call 3543705 after 3
'» Fiat ISOO/best offer Must
sell 352-6026 or 2-5011

70 Olds Custom 88. air. 2-dr .
very clean 352-7147.
Red sparkle drum set. used I vr
$200 372-0109 or 1-836-7409
Wedding band. 3 three point
diamonds 354 4712 B.trb
Queen sue waterbed. pad.
frame and 5 vr guan Besl offer
over $50 352-5924
1972 Opel GT Sports Coupe,
must sell excel mech. cond
353-2112.
67 GT6-Coupe 352-tMS
1972 Ford R ANCHERO with bed
cap $2500 20.000 miles 3532715
4 aluminum mags. 2 L60 x 14
competition profile tires. 1 mo
old. all for $150 00 or offer I' S
divers, aluminum tank,
regulator and backpak with boot
$135 00 phone 372-5657
Olvmpic-style warm up suit.
Excellent cond $15 - 352-7456
FOR RENT
Preferred Properties still has
openings for fall If you need a
place to live give us a call 3529378 Indoor heated pool, sauna
and whirlpool
Still looking for a place to live
this FA1.1." If so. stop out to
CHERRY HILL VILLAGE and
see why we have the best apts
in town. FALL leases available
"Cablevision available" 2
bedroom furnished and
unfurnished apts 853 Napoleon
Rd. Suite 5. For info call 3526248 Hours 9-12 It 1-5 Mon thru
Frl. Married couple's rates.
$225. unfurnished rates $225
Furnished apartment available
Dec. 15.352-6157 Evenings
2 bdrm . unfurnished apt Fully
carpeted, dishwasher, curtains
incl. $175 mo., avail. Nov. 3.3524270

Lewis' penalty kick crumples Wooster
By Pete Eaglekarl
Staff Writer

give BG a 1-0 edge and the
momentum for the second
half

In three years and 33
games prior to the 1974
season. Falcon soccer cocaptain Bud Lewis had
scored only one goal
Recently, however. Lewis
has made a habit of scoring
clutch winning goals, and
such-was the case in last
Saturday's 1-0 win over the
College of Wooster
He started his winning
goal performances last
Wednesday against Western
Michigan, when he scored on
a penalty kick with no time
remaining in the first half to

CONSIDERING the circumstances. Lewis' goal
against the Scots last
weekend was even more
dramatic
Wooster entered the'
contest with a 3-1-1 record
and a No. 5 ranking in
the weekly Ohio Collegiate
Soccer Association (OCSAi
poll. The Wooster defense
had only allowed six goals in
five games, while the
offense had broken loose for
16 scores.
In addition to their im-

pressive
credentials.
Wooster had a traditional
grudge with BG that finds
only one goal deciding the
verdict in six of the last
seven outings between the
two rivals Wooster was also
the only regular season foe
to down the Falcons last
season
THE SCOTS also featured
a prolific lineup that
included Tom Kazemba.
Ohio's outstanding offensive
player the past two seasons
The Falcons could not
afford another blemish on
their 4-0-1 record if they

expected to make a third
straight trip to the NCAA
postseason tournament.
They had already suffered a
mild setback when Miami
scored a 2-2 tie earlier this
year.
Seemingly unaffected by
these circumstances. Lewis
stepped-up to a penalty kick
with 12 15 remaining in the
game last Saturday and
booted the winning score
past goalie Greg Mauk

FALCON mentor Mickey
Cochrane. despite the fact
that ^ win preserved the
Falcon's number 2 spot in
the OCSA polls, said his
squad will need improvement before taking on top-

meeting

"I HAD a clean shot on
goal if he hadn't tripped me.
No way they lthe officials)
couldn't call that."
Fedorcak said after the
game

The Sports Media and
Administrators
Club
(SMAC) will hold a special
panel discussion at 7 p.m
tonight in the Ice Arena
lounge

Although Wooster coach
William Nye did not dispute
the call, he was puzzled why
a similar ruling was not
made in the first half when a
BG player tripped a Wooster
hooter in the goal area

Football coach Don Nehlen and Falcon co-captains
Hal Thomas and Joe Russell
will be on a panel discussing
"Media Coverage of BGSU
Football."
Anyone wishing to join the
club should attend.

O PORTS
Pago 5

Preston leads harriers
to fifth at Notre Dame
NOTRE DAMK. Ind Although .i young Falcon
cross-country team finished
a surprising fifth last Friday
in the Notre Dame Invitational, the big news was the
team battle between
Michigan and Eastern
Michigan for the top spot in
the nation's largest meet
If you don't believe a
chain is only as strong as its
weakest link or that a
harrier squad is only as
strong as its weakest
runner, just ask the EMI'
Hurondefending
Mid-American Conference
(MAC) champs
TWO lit HONS tied for
first in the meet, and EMU
had four of their top five in
the first 11. but they failed to
win the prestigious race
Fifth man Brian Williams
finished 1 12 out of first, in
42nd place, bogging down
the Hurons enough to allow
Big Ten power Michigan to
take the championship.
Michigan edged EMU. 5160. as their runners took
fourth, seventh. 10th. 13th
and 17th places Hurons
Dave Smith and Tom
Hollander finished in a first
place tie in 23:34

ALL FIVE MAC squads
that entered the 29-team
race placed in the top 12.
Toledo finished eighth with
229 points and Central
Michigan was 11th with 334
points
Senior co-captain Tom
Preston paced the Falcons
with a 24:25 clocking for the
five-mile layout at Burke
Memorial Golf Course The
race was one of the team's
best this fall, with all seven
harriers finishing within a
one-minute time span.
Falcon tutor Mel Brodt
was pleased with BG's performance, noting that it was
the first large race for many
of the younger runners
More than 250 runners
competed in the invitational,
with about 100 more in the
open race held later.
"We did well with what we
had." said Brodt
Falcon junior Tim

Zumbaugh placed 24th in
24 27. sophomore Dan
Dunton took 38th in 24:41.
freshman Dan Cartledge
was 40th in 24:43 and senior
co-captain Bruce Vermilyea
finished 61st in 25:04.
FRESHMAN Gary Little
and sophomore Gary
Desjardins displaced for BG
in 86th and 87lh places, respectively.
University of Kentucky
graduate Paul Baldwin surprised favored Gordon
Minty in the open race and
took first by more than 25
yards.
Baldwin represented the
Golden Triangle Track Club,
and Minty is a former distance workhorse for EMU.
Falcon freshmen John
Adams and Chuck Holmes
placed 32nd and 53rd. respectively, in the open race.
BG competes in the AllOhio meet this weekend in
Columbus before hosting
their own Falcon Invitational at the BGSU Golf
Course. Oct 26

can you buy GBD, Charatan, Dunhill,
Jobey, Hilson & Nording pipes?
Domestic Tobaccos such as Balkan Sobrane, Country Store, Old
Dominion, Nantucket Cherry, Golden
Eagle, British Grenadier, plus the largest selection of imported cigarettes in
town?

THE CONTINUING SYMPOSIUM!
The Future of Education at BGSU
TONIGHT: Professor Michael Bradie leads
a discussion on "The Direction of Undergraduate Education at the University".

7:30-9:30
112 Life Sciences
All Welcome

A"; &&±

DORSEY'S
DRUGS
Visit our Pipe Shoppe
& wonder no more!
Bring this ad for a

FREE ASHTRAY
500 E. Wooster

By the Tracks

Alpine Village Restaurant
Featuring

German and Italian Food

SIGMA

Mon. - Thurs.

TED BARBER
ROB DOWLING
BRENT MAUGEL
TOM RUSS0

Or say cheese. But please make your appointment
for senior pictures now. Just call 372-0086 or visit
the Key office. 310 Student Services Bldg. Sittings
start Oct. 14. 9 a.m.-6 p.m. TWO WEEKS ONLY! So
don't fail to make your appointment now!

Stop in at

The Brothers of

would like to congratulate
their new actives

hobbled by an injury.
Cochrane said this explained
why BG could fire only 29
shots on the Scot goal as
compared to 44 against
Miami and 31 in the Western
Michigan match.
"We should have tested
their goalie more, but many
of our shots weren't good
ones.'' Cochrane said.

nfrnro,

DO YOU WONDER?
Where in Bowling Green

Bowling
Green,
competing with only two
seniors in the starting seven,
placed fifth with 178 points.
The Falcons, ninth in last
year's invitational, finished
behind Toronto's 147 points
and Ball State's 164
markers.

felt the defense did a
credible job in recording
their fourth shutout of the
year and the 13th in the past
three years, he explained
that injuries inhibited the
Falcon offensive attack.
Falcon forward Bob Boss
was not able to penetrate inside from his wing position,
and Bart Hayden was also

SMAC

Today is the last day for any
female undergraduate student to apply for Homecoming Queen. Applications.must
be in the Student Activities
Office, 405 Student Services
Bldg., no later than 5:00 this
afternoon.

The BG Ne^J

By Jerry Masek
Assistant Sports F.ditor

ranked Cleveland State this
Saturday.
"It was an even game
because the fact that neither
team played exceptionally
well," Cochrane said. "I
would call our play non-imaginative and unimprovis
inf. We didn't use all our
options."
Although Cochrane said he

HOMECOMING
COURT

Slav* Cobolko (24) prepares to diibbU pent a Wowtit
defender as fellow booter Glenn Jost (18) looks on in last
Saturday's action against the Scots. A 1-0 Falcon win sot the
•tag* for this Saturday's clash with the No. 1 team in Ohio,
Cleveland State. (Newsphoto by Joni Russell)
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Indeed. Wooster suffered
the brunt of the penalty situation as they were whistled
for 30 touls compared to 15
BG infractions.

The penalty had been
called when BG's Jan
Fedorcak dribbled into the
Wooster goal area and was
tripped by Wooster s Chris
Ighodalo.

"One of the officials was
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inconsistent the whole day
long." Nye said.

COLLEGE EVENING SPECIAL
Choice of Spaghetti $1*
or
Lasagna $225

NOTHING STANDS IN
THE WAY OF OUR
FAST, FREE DELIVERY
Nothing No thicken livei salads Nospoghe"< Nonecreom
No potato salad No kidding We deal in p>//osonly
The finest pijjo we con moke And *ve usually
deliver it within 30 mtnufos ol youf call And oui pu/a is made
of fresh ingredient*, only They ore never frozen
Never. So give us a try thene«t lime youaave <eall> good
pizra See why Domino has grown horn a single shop in
Ypsilanli to franchises throughout the country

The Domino People are pizza pooplo, Period.

I

includes
Toss salad, Bread & Butter & Coffee or Tea
Monday • Thursday Evenings 5:30-10.00

DOMINO'S
PIZZA

117 N. MAIN - 353-0512

352-5221
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Sky-high Falcons wallop Kent, 26-10
By Dirt RMI
Aaslstaat Sports Editor
It IN a toul team effort, nothing more and nothing leas.
But it would be a mistake not to mention the individuals
who helped Bowling Green destroy the Kent State Flashes.
H-10. last Saturday at Doyt L. Perry Field before 10.493
fans.
Tailback Dave Preston, who had another fantastic day
with 17» yards In U carries, was one.
Tight end Jim Mabony. whose 31-yard touchdown
reception was the Falcons' big play in the first half, was
another.
The Select brothers, Dan and Tom, who were the
workhorses in BG's second period scoring drive, were
others.
THE LIST goes on . Jim Reynolds, Dave Turner and Art
Thompson all intercepted passes that thwarted Kent State
drives. Turner recovered Larry Poole's first-quarter fumble
in the end zone that stopped an early Kent score.
Interior linemen Steve Studer, Dave Kullk. Mark
Horansky. Mark Conklin, Nick Obrovac and Mike Obrovac
dominated Kent State's monstrous defensive line and
enabled the Falcons to pile up 301 yards rushing
Sophomore Steve Kuehl. who gave the Falcons fine field
position all afternoon with outstanding punt and kickoff
returns, was another individual who excelled
Special team members Rick Dyer and Tom Saleet, who
made jarring tackles on Flashes' return men, also
distinguished themselves.
Defensive linemen Dave Brown, Ron Nickey, Alex
Prosak, Tom Krabe, Corey Cunningham and Bill Whidden
consistently made the big play and harassed KSU quarterback Greg Kokal.

the preseason favorite to capture the MAC crown, now
owns a 4-2 season record and a 1-2 conference mark.
From the start, it appeared the Flashes would control the
game as expected, but events proved otherwise.
On Kent's second series, which started from BG's 40-yard
line, a 20-yard run by Poole and two successive rushes by
fullback Darwin Ashley brought the ball to the one-yard line.
But Poole missed the next handoff from Kokal on a firstdown play and Turner recovered in the Falcon end zone.
THE FALCONS failed to get a first down on the next
series and Don Taylor punted to the Kent State 25-yard line
On the next play. Kent's Dan Watkins raced 66 yards to BG's
nine-yard line and the Falcons had their backs against the
wall once more.
But once again, the BG defense rose to the occasion,
limiting the Flashes to just five yards in three plays. Two
tackles by Brown and one by Cunningham forced Kent to

kick a field goal that made the score 3-0.
Bowling Green came right back as freshman quarterback
Mark Miller engineered a 66-yard drive in seven plays that
terminated with a scoring toss to Mahony
It was the surprise of the game, coming after five straight
running plays. BG was faced with a third and three situation
on the Kent 31-yard line and most people were expecting
Preston or fullback Vic Bakunoff to carry the ball.
Miller faked Bakunoff into the center of the line, then
turned and rifled the ball to Mahony streaking across the
middle. The senior tight end rambled untouched into the end
zone Taylor's extra-point kick put the Falcons on top. 7-3.
THE SECOND period was highlighted by BG's 70-yard
scoring march in which the Saleet brothers excelled.
Dan, a sophomore fullback, carried five times for 30 yards
during the drive. Tom, a freshman tailback, carried the ball
four times and scored from the one-yard line to increase the

Falcon margin.
Kent threatened to score late in the quarter, bat a diving
interception by Reynolds on the BG 15-yard line with less
than a minute remaining in the half halted the drive.
The Falcons put together two long scoring drives ia Use
third period that gave them a commanding 23-3 lead I
into the final period.
The first drive went 93 yards in nine plays and was ca
by a SC-yard field goal by Don Taylor Preston reeled off
runs of 21 and 37 yards to key the drive.
The second drive took only four plays to cover 52 yards. A
25-yard jaunt by Bakunoff put the ball on the 16-yard line,
and Preston went through a gaping hole on toe next play to
raise the score to 23-3.
Taylor's 32-yard field goal with 5:01 left in the game sent
most people to the exits, although Kokal did manage to take
Kent to the BG seven-yard line late in the game.
"OUR KIDS just played a super football game," an
ecstatic Don Nehlen said after the game. "This was our best
football game of the season. One of the many things I like
about this team is that we just keep getting better with
every game," be added.
The Falcon mentor could not have been happier. Two
years ago. Kent upset BG, 14-10. Last year, the Flashes beat
a favored Falcon team, 21-7. For Nehlen, It was sweet
revenge
"One of the best things about this victory was that Kent
State was picked to win the conference and we were picked
to finish last,'' Nehlen said with an almost fiendish grin.
"Our young kids just played excellent." the Falcon coach
continued. "They just don't have any idea how to quit."
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THE VICTORY gives the Falcons a 3-2 season record and
a 2-1 mark in the Mid-American Conference (MAC). Kent,

Dixieland
Festival

MAC standings
MAC
TEAM
W-L-T
Toledo
KH>
Miami
1-0-0
BOWLING GREEN... M4
Kent Stale .
1-2-0
Ohio University
1-2-0
Western Michigan
0-34

under the Big Top

OVERALL
W-L-T
3-2-0
4*1
J-M
4-2-0
3-2-0
2-4-0

Oct. 31 Nov. 1-2-3
■jL Limited number of 4-day passes now
jf being sold for one price of $5.00 at
)f the Student Union Ticket Office.
*
*

LAST WEEKEND
BOWLING GREEN over Kent, 26-10
Toledo over Western Michigan, 31-24
Miami over Ohio University, 31-3
SATURDAY

Pitch-out

BOWLING GREEN at Miami
Western Michigan at Marshall

Defensive end Bill Whidden applies pressure to Kent State quarterback Greg
Kokal (•) as the KSU signal-caller attempts a pitch-out to tailback Lorry Pools
during last Saturday's game. However, neither Poole nor Kokal could come
up with the big play as BG upset the Flashes 26-10, in the Mid-American
Conference contest. (Newsphoto by Dan Feicht)

'Mean Ones' run wild
By Dan Garf leld
Assistant Sports Editor
Shades
of the "Soul
Patrol" have returned to the
Falcon defensive secondary.
Last year, the secondary
ranks of Tony Bell, Jesse
Greathouse, Myron Wilson
and Art Thompson terrorized the opposition with
such felonious assaults as
intercepted passes, batteddown bombs, touchdownsaving tackles and fumble
recoveries.
Falcon opponents better
beware again. The "new"
Patrol Is staging a new
attack In the passing zones
of the football gridiron. This
year, they call themselves
the "MeanOnes."
During last Saturday's 2610 upset of powerful Kent
State, the "Mean Ones"
made
a
complete
turnaround from their early
season "nice-guy image" to
dirty,
lowdown villlans.
They were up to their old
tricks
of
Intercepting
passes, recovering fumbles
and committing
other
atrocities which made last
year's Soul Patrol notorious
throughout the Mid-American Conference.
WITH CORNERBACK
Mitch Sherrell leading the
pass-deflecting
crew.
Thompson and strong safety
Dave Turner turning
in

interceptions and safety
Greg Davidson saving two
possible Kent touchdowns,
the "Mean Ones" let the
KSU pass receivers have
the short gain, but prevented
the long aerial.
However, the "Mean
Ones" have come a long,
long way in seven days Last
week, the Falcon secondary
was the focal-point of Toledo
quarterback Gene Swick's
attention, as he ate them
alive with two touchdown
passes in TU's 24-19
comeback win in the fourth
quarter.
Following the TU game,
BG's secondary was last in
MAC pass defense
But
through
hard
practices during the past
week, the Falcons came up
with a solid secondary
anchored around Thompson,
a 5-9 all-conference
candidate this year.
THOMPSON'S HEROICS
in the KSU clash included a
late-game touchdown saving
interception. He also made
numerous tackles and pass
deflections. The former
Massillon prep star said the
hard work and positive
attitude finally paid off for
the secondary.
"We worked real hard this
week," he said "Everyone
kept saying we got to get the
job done.
Thompson said one of the

turning points in the game
came in the first quarter
when strong safety Turner
recovered a KSU fumble in
the end zone for a touchback. But more importantly,
that play stopped the
Flashes from surging ahead
early in the contest.
Turner, who has seen
limited action at safety this
season, might have found a
"home" in the secondary
with his performance in the
Kent game. The Canton
McKinley prepster also
intercepted a fourth quarter
pass that set up the final BG
score.
TWO
NEW
pass
defenders, sophomore
Davidson and junior Sherrell
did not come up with Interceptions, but made their
marks with tackles and
touchdown-saving deflections.
Davidson, who kept consistent pressure on the Kent

receivers, came up with two
TD savers while Sherrell
tallied one Yet Sherrell led
the Falcon defense with nine
tackles (five solos), while
Davidson had eight (five
solos i.
Coach Don Nehlen. who
praised all divisions of his
team, singled out the fine
secondary performance
"They
were much
improved today." said the
elated coach. "Turner and
Davidson did very well Our
secondary
learned their
lesson ifrom last week's
game) and today, they did
the job "
Maybe
the
Falcon
secondary will turn the
Falcons into winners for the
remainder of this season.
Thompson thinks so.
"This (KSU game) is the
turning point of the season
for us." Thompson said.
"Lord knows, we may be
eating Tangerines "

SUPPORT
OUR
TEAM
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CAR RENTALS ■ DAY, WEEK, MONTH

SERVICE DISCOUNT TO

BGSU STUDENTS
1089 N Main St.

353-5361

fofd. Int.

- FEATURING -
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Char Broiled Steaki and
Chopi
Full Course Family Dinner
It VARIETIES
PANCAKES & WAFFLES
Open TUPS thru Sat 7:3*4
Sunday! 7 M 7 cm

412 EAST WOOSTER
BANQUET ROOM

■ NOON SPECIALS DAILY
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BGSU Veterans Club

SUPPORT
OUR
TEAM
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300 E. Wooster

"Teke is Unique

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Little Sis Rush

i
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HURRY ENDS T0MQHT1 t
EVE. 7:301.9:30

SO

says:

fThe goriest and sexiest
I Frankenstein'
* * S.5F*
* ever filmed.".

PRICE
11 a.m.7 p.m.
Oct. only
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8

NIGHT
TOURNEYS

Tonight 7-10:30
Golden Cue carries a full line
of pipes, papers & paraphernalia

*
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—Kevin Sanders
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CINEMA II

HURRY ENDS TONKHT! J
EVE. 7:15 & 9:45

$

» It's more than ■ movie. It. a celebration*

I

Metro Golduyn Mayer
presents
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BG Student Co-op

113 Railroad St.

At the Teke House

1

If you have any goods or money which
has been in .■

300 E. Wooster

rr

•A**************************-***

WE HAVE HELPED YOU.
NOW YOU CAN HELP US.

OGERS

has been cancelled due to lack of interest. The treasury has been donated to
the National Association of Collegiate
Veterans.

J
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* ABC-TV

Pinto Mustang ll-Mavetick-GranadaTorinoLTDThunderbird-Trucks

bob bee>r s
Elbe

sponsored by

The Alumni
Association
••••••••••••••••

for one year or more please claim it
as soon as possible. We need the
space in order to better serve you.
Anything not claimed by November 22, 1974 will be considered a
donation. All claims must be accompanied by a receipt.

B.G. Student Co-op
100 Centrex
372-0118

